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a b s t r a c t 

Network coding is a progressive information dissemination technology for network communications. 

Since its emergence at the turn of the millennium, network coding has reached more and more applica- 

tions. In this survey article, we present a comprehensive review of the researches on secure network cod- 

ing against passive attack. Studies in this area address problems such as: “If an eavesdropper can wiretap 

a few packets from a network coding system, how should the system be designed to protect useful information 

from being divulged? ” According to protection strength, we establish a security hierarchy with four grades 

for network coding systems. For each grade, we collect and investigate existing schemes extensively. The 

essence of each scheme is expounded, such as key ideas, encryptions, or precoding matrix constructions, 

etc. Especially, the hardship of cryptanalysis is emphasized. Moreover, advantages and disadvantages are 

evaluated and compared between these schemes. In spite of single source networks, studies on theoreti- 

cal possibilities and practical techniques for multisource networks are covered. Countermeasures against 

traffic analysis attacks are included. Finally, we suggest several open problems and promising methods 

for the future study. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Traditional packet networks, similar to the postal service, are

overned by the rule of routing. In this kind of networks, an in-

ermediate node is only allowed to faithfully forward the received

ackets, so packets are kept intact during transportation. With the

irth of network coding (NC) [1] at the turn of the millennium,

outing was shown to be restrictive and unnecessary. Evidently,

Pv6 is designed with embedded approach to allow data splitting

hich aligns with the tenet of NC. NC exploits the processing ca-

ability of an intermediate node to merge and combine incoming

ackets with a kind of encoding functions. An immediate benefit

f NC is the possibility to achieve the min-cut multicast capacity

ound, which is generally unachievable with routing. Meanwhile,

hroughput gain is always accompanied by the profits of wireless

esources, security, flexibility, robustness, reliability, resilience, and

ower, etc [2] . Since its emergence, NC has reached a wealth of ap-

lications [3] , including content distribution [4] , error and erasure

orrection [113–122] , distributed storage [5,167] , network tomog-

aphy [6] , network security [7] , and noncoherent communications

8] , etc. General introductions to NC, from theories to applications,

an be found in [2,3] , and [9–13] . 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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This survey belongs to the category of network security. The se-

urity of a network, no matter it is running in the way of routing

r NC, is unavoidably threatened by various attacks. Network at-

acks can be roughly classified into two categories [37] : passive at-

acks and active attacks . In the former, an eavesdropper, denoted

y “Eve ” hereafter, tries to obtain useful information by snooping

ransmissions. Passive attacks include two types: first is wiretap at-

ack, which means Eve tries to resolve the source message by wire-

apping transmissions; the second is Traffic Analysis Attack (TAA),

y which Eve aims to extract additional information, such as the

dentity and location of communicators, by observing and analyz-

ng traffic patterns. A passive attack is imperceptible in that it does

ot disturb normal communications. A common method to antag-

nize passive attacks is by the means of encryption. Active attacks

enote the hostile activities of an enemy to destroy or disturb nor-

al communications, such as masquerading as an authorized en-

ity to access the network, exhausting network resources by for-

arding outdated packets, falsifying the content of packets, or in-

ecting polluted packets into networks, etc. An active attack is easy

o be detected but is hard to be completely prevented. The tech-

iques of authentication, signature, hash function, or error correc-

ion can be used to conquer active attacks. 

Shortly after the advent of NC in 20 0 0, Cai and Yeung took the

ecurity of NC systems under consideration. In 2002, they [18] (be-

ng treated thoroughly in [19] ) proposed a wiretap network model

long with the concept of perfect security. This work inspired fur-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2018.03.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
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Nomenclature 

F q The finite field of {0,1,…, q }. q is a prime 

number. 

F l q The set of l -dimensional vectors over F q 
G = ( V,E ) A graph G with the node set V and the edge 

set E 

A The wiretap pattern composed of wire- 

tapped edges 

y A The set of symbols wiretapped from A 

m = ( m 1 ,…, m n ) Original message vector 

k = ( k 1 ,…, k r ) Random key vector 

g e = ( g 1 ,…, g h ) Global coding vector of the edge e 

u k The unit vector with the k th digit being 1 

| • | The cardinality of a set 

< G > Column space of the matrix G 

ther studies on NC security. Feldman [20] leveraged secret shar-

ing for perfect security. Rouayheb and Soljanin [21] combined coset

codes with NC. Harada and Yamamoto [22] developed strong secu-

rity. Both perfect security and strong security aim to protect source

information, but these two strategies inevitably incur high com-

plexity and inflexibility. To make secure NC more implementable,

Bhattad and Narayanan [23] put forward the concept of weak se-

curity to protect source symbols with significantly low complex-

ity. Czap et al. [152] leveraged erasures and feedback to achieve

secrecy rates higher than error correction followed by secure NC.

Despite passive attacks, studies are carried out to counter against

active attacks. In 2002, Cai and Yeung [24] proposed network er-

ror correcting code, which is developed into an independent re-

search field later. Moreover, techniques of encryption, digital sig-

nature and authentication were utilized to conquer pollution at-

tacks and byzantine attacks, etc. Table 1 lists a time line of break-

throughs related to the security of NC. 

In addition to theoretical outcomes, secure NC has been imple-

mented into a couple of practical applications. Lima et al. [31] took

advantage of the inherent security of LNC for secure video broad-

cast. By limiting encryption within a part of NC coefficients, they

realized multi-resolution video streaming and increased robustness

to link failures. Muxi and Sprintson [32] designed a weakly se-

cure NC algorithm for wireless cooperative data exchange. In [33] ,

Guang, Lu, and Fu constructed a family of locality preserving se-

cure NC to achieve variable information transmission rate while

keep the security level fixed. Fei et al. [142,143] connected cloud

storage with NC and proposed a systematic way to construct a se-

cure cloud storage protocol for data integrity verification from any
Table 1 

Milestones of NC research related to security. 

Time Ref Breakthroughs 

20 0 0 July [1] Ahlswede et al. proposed the conce

2002 June [18] Cai and Yeung proposed the wiretap

October [24] Cai and Yeung proposed the networ

2003 February [25] Li et al. proposed the linear networ

June [26] Ho et al. proposed the idea of rando

October [27] Köetter and Médard proposed the a

2005 April [23] Bhattad and Narayanan proposed th

June [28] Jaggi et al. proposed the polynomia

2007 June [29] Cai and Yeung extended the discuss

July [135] Fang et al. applied digital signature 

2008 May [30] Vilela et al. combined encryption w

October [22] Harada and Yamamoto proposed the

2011 February [54] Silva and Kschischang applied rank 

March [75] Fan et al. proposed an HEF based LN

December [105] Oggier and Fathi applied authentica
ecure network coding protocol. To mitigate pollution attacks on a

C based live P2P multimedia streaming system, Fiandrotti et al.

130] proposed a recombination strategy that gives more combin-

ng chance to earlier received packets, motivated by the idea that

lder packets are less likely polluted. 

Since Ning and Yeung [18] , there have been a great number

f secure NC schemes proposed. Following the spawning of se-

ure NC proposals, research community is in dire need for a study

hat classify, analyze, articulate, and identify ways for researchers

o understand the maze of these proposals and the interrelation

etween potential solutions. NC security has been surveyed by

hixiong et al. [7] and [14–17] up to now. Shixiong [7] compared

he differences between routing and NC against entropy attacks,

yzantine attacks, pollution attacks and wiretap attacks, and inves-

igated numerous defense mechanisms. Ming [14] reviewed secure

C for wireless networks. Dong [15] summarized the threats and

hallenges of secure NC within wireless mesh networks. However,

he three papers did not provide sufficient insight into secure NC

ethods. A more comprehensive review to the state of the art se-

urity mechanisms of NC was presented by Talooki et al. [17] . The

uthors made a detailed classification and introduction to passive

ttacks and active attacks on NC. They also proposed a taxonomy

f security mechanisms in terms of NC, cooperative mechanism,

nd cryptography. 

This survey has a narrower scope than [17] as we focus only on

assive attacks, however, it has more depth in that it provides a

ore intensive review of the available secure NC schemes. The ob-

ect of this article focuses exclusively on passive attacks for the fol-

owing reasons: First, within the context of network security, ques-

ions and methods are very different between passive attacks and

ctive attacks, so it is reasonable to discuss them separately. Sec-

nd, studies so far on passive attacks, especially wiretap attacks,

re deeper and more systematic than active attacks. Last but not

he least, it will be shown in Section 2 that NC is inherently more

esistant to passive attacks when compared to routing, but com-

aratively, falls short when it comes to active attacks. 

Secure NC against passive attacks was investigated by Ning and

han [16] , where Cai and Chan introduced the theories of secure

C. However, that work is much different from ours on four as-

ects: First, Ning and Chan [16] focused on the theories of security

gainst wiretap attacks, including construction principles of secure

C, necessary and sufficient conditions of security, optimality, limi-

ations and bounds, etc. Whereas, our work emphasizes the imple-

entation of secure NC schemes. The theme is to expound “How

o construct a secure NC system with different security grades ?”. Sec-

nd, we propose a security hierarchy classifying existing secure NC

chemes into four grades, which exhibits a systematic view for the

ommunity. Third, our work comprehensively investigates existing
pt of NC. 

 network model and the concept of perfectly secure NC. 

k error correcting code. 

k coding. 

m network coding. 

lgebraic framework of NC. 

e concept of weakly secure NC. 

l time algorithm for deterministic linear network coding. 

ion of NC security to multisource networks. 

to detect polluted packets 

ith NC to achieve weak security. 

 concept of strongly secure NC. 

metric code to deal with wiretap attacks. 

C countermeasure to TAAs. 

tion code to fight against pollution attacks 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of LNC. 
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Fig. 2. LNC on the butterfly network. 
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chemes on key ideas, countermeasures, advantages and disadvan-

ages, etc. These investigations, missing in [16] , greatly help new-

omers to get into this field and achieve thorough understandings

o secure NC schemes. Last, not only TAAs but many studies poste-

ior to Ning and Chan [16] are also complemented. 

The main contributions of this survey include: 

1) A four-grade security hierarchy of NC is established. 

2) A comprehensive investigation, evaluation and comparison of

existing secure NC schemes are given. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2 , the

undamentals of linear NC are introduced to help formulate the

roblems and clarify the concepts and backgrounds. The advan-

ages and challenges of NC against passive attacks are outlined. In

ection 3 , the wiretap network model is explained. Based on this

odel, we define, classify and present an overview to four security

rades. Then, with four successive sections ( Section 4 –Section 7 ),

e comprehensively investigate secure NC schemes for the four

ecurity grades. In Section 8 , the discussion on wiretap attacks

s extended from single source networks to multisource networks.

ection 9 addresses secure NC against TAAs. Section 10 suggests a

ouple of future studies from the viewpoints both in theories and

n applications. Section 11 concludes the paper by presenting a de-

ailed taxonomy and a group of metrics and evaluations to secure

C schemes. 

. Linear network coding 

.1. What is network coding? 

NC is a revolutionary change to traditional routing. Routing

akes the operation of store-forward , which means a relay node can

nly store a received packet and faithfully forward it without any

lteration. In comparison, NC takes the operation of store-encode-

orward . In NC, an intermediate node is permitted to combine re-

eived packets to generate and pass on novel packets. If the combi-

ation is linear, it is called Linear Network Coding (LNC) [25] . LNC

s hitherto the most studied NC strategy due to simplicity. 

Fig. 1 shows the operations of an LNC network composed of

 source node S , an intermediate node t , and a sink node R j . S

njects h symbols 1 m 1 ,…, m h into the network ( Fig. 1 (a)). t com-

ines received symbols to generate an output symbol for an outgo-

ng edge. Specifically, assume there are |in( t )| incoming edges and

out( t )| outgoing edges ( Fig. 1 (b)), marked by e and e ,́ respectively.

he symbol carried on an edge e is denoted by f ( e ). In Fig. 1 (b),

he output symbol f ( e ́j ) on the edge e ́j is generated from a linear

ombination of all f ( e )s, i.e. 

f (e ′ j ) = 

| in (t) | ∑ 

i =1 

l i j f ( e i ) (1) 

Combination coefficient ( l 1 j , …, l |in( t )| j ) is called the local coding

ector (LCV) for e ́j since it connects the input symbols f ( e )s with
1 Unless stated otherwise, the algebra in this paper is built on the finite field F q 
y default. 

c  

t  

R  

b

he output symbol f ( e ́j ). Recursively, it can be determined that f ( e )

s linearly dependent on the source message ( m 1 ,…, m h ), i.e., 

f (e ) = 

h ∑ 

i =1 

g i (e ) m i (2) 

The h -dimensional row vector g ( e ) = ( g 1 ( e ),…, g h ( e )) is called

he global coding vector (GCV) for e . It connects f ( e ) with the source

ymbols ( m 1 ,…, m h ). By combining (1) with (2) , LCVs and GCVs are

onnected. 

 n (e ′ j ) = 

| in (t) | ∑ 

i =1 

l i j g n ( e i ) (3) 

At the sink, R j collects h symbols { f ( e 1 ),…, f ( e h )} ( Fig. 1 (c)) and

orresponding GCVs. It then restores { m 1 ,…, m h } as below. 

( m 1 , · · · , m h ) = ( f ( e 1 ) , · · · , f ( e h )) 

⎛ 

⎝ 

g 1 ( e 1 ) · · · g 1 ( e h ) 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

g h ( e 1 ) · · · g h ( e h ) 

⎞ 

⎠ 

−1 

(4) 

We interpret the concept of LNC by the following example. 

xample 1. The butterfly network in Fig. 2 was proposed by

hlswede et al. [1] to show the potential of NC. The LCV of edge

D is (1 1). The GCVs of AR 1 and DR 1 are (1 0) and (1 1), respec-

ively. Thus, R 1 resolves source symbols by 

( m 1 , m 2 ) = ( m 1 , m 1 + m 2 ) 

(
1 1 

0 1 

)−1 

(5)

�

The decoding Eq. (4) implies two necessities required by a re-

eiver to restore ( m 1 ,…, m h ). First, the sink needs to collect at least

 independent packets. Second, it needs to master the GCVs re-

ated to these packets. In principle, all secure LNCs are designed

ased on these two necessities. 

.2. Classification of LNC 

LCVs and GCVs are two equivalent depictions to LNC. A network

esigner can assign any one first and deduce the other next. Based

n the algebraic framework of LNC [27] , there are two strategies

or assigning LCVs and GCVs. One is deterministic LNC [28,34] ,

here LCVs and GCVs are generated by a central authority at the

nitialization phase and kept unchanged during transmission. De-

erministic LNC is suitable to a topology fixed network. The other

s random LNC [26,35,36] , where LCVs are generated locally and

andomly at intermediate nodes during transmission. In random

NC, not only data but GCVs need to be shipped to receivers for

ecoding (Subspace code is an exception). The standard method is

o attach a unit vector at a packet head (see Fig. 3 ), which is en-

oded along with the source symbol m i . During the transportation

hrough the network, GCVs are recorded in the head automatically.

andom LNC is suitable to topology variable networks, such as mo-

ile ad hoc networks. 
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Fig. 3. Random LNC. 

Fig. 4. Pollution attack in a routing network. P 1 is the dirty packet, and P 2 is a 

good packet. P 2 will not be polluted by P 1 in transmission. 

Fig. 5. Pollution attack in a LNC network. P 1 is the dirty packet. P 2 is a good packet. 

P 3 and P 4 are linear combinations of P 1 and P 2; P 5 and P 6 are linear combinations 

of P 3 and P 4. As a result, all successive packets of P 1 are polluted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Original data are concealed within encoded words. In this example, 

the linear combinations are operated over F 5 . d 3 = l 11 d 1 + l 12 d 2 = 1 • 1 + 1 • 2 = 3, 

d 4 = l 21 d 1 + l 22 d 2 = 1 • 1 + 2 • 2 = 0. 

Fig. 7. Original data are transported in a routing network. 

Table 2 

Countermeasures against passive attacks on LNC. 

Attack type Countermeasures 

Wiretap attack Precoding [19,20,40,54] 

LNC algorithm [22,39,52] 

Transformation [44] 

Encryption [30, 41–43] 

TAA Encryption [75] 

LNC scheduling [78] 

GCVs mixing [79] 

Dummy message [93] 

LNC built on privacy routing [88] 

flow merging [82] 
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2.3. The security of LNC 

Network designers and users may care about “how does the se-

curity of an LNC network perform compared to a routing network

and how can it be improved?” To answer this question, we need to

differentiate between passive attacks and active attacks since a raw

LNC system shows opposite behavior against the two categories of

attacks in comparison to routing. 

On one hand, an LNC network is more fragile than a routing

network in front of active attacks. Take pollution attacks as an ex-

ample: If an attacker injects a polluted packet into a routing net-

work, the dirty data will be confined within the polluted packet

and will not contaminate good packets ( Fig. 4 ). However, the sit-

uation becomes severe in LNC networks. LNC operates in the way

of store-encode-forward, thereafter a polluted packet will contam-

inate all following packets. Consequently, the pollution disperses

across the network ( Fig. 5 ). 

On the other hand, LNC is inherently superior to routing against

passive attacks. In Fig. 6 , the original data are transformed and

concealed within encoded words in transit, i.e., what Eve sees is not

what it is . While in a routing network, the data is kept unchanged,

i.e., what Eve sees is what it is . As a result, if a routing packet is in-

tercepted by Eve , he will access the data effortlessly ( Fig. 7 ). More-

over, with interflow NC [79,125,126] , individual flows are mixed or
erged together, so LNC is naturally more suitable to antagonize

ow tracing attacks than routing. 

Active attacks on a LNC network include pollution attacks [123–

33] , byzantine attacks [100–104] , wormhole attack [141] , DDoS

ttack [90] , and entropy attacks [98,99] , etc. Countermeasures

gainst active attacks include signature [135–139] , authentication

105–110] , encryption [108–111] , and error control [112–122] , etc.

 comprehensive survey on active attacks is given by Talooki et al.

17] . 

This paper focuses on passive attacks only. Although LNC is in-

rinsically superior to routing on fighting against passive attacks,

 raw LNC system is still fragile in front of competent enemies

ho possess unbounded computations and global observation to

he whole network. Within the category of passive attacks, main

hallenges in designing a secure LNC system include: First, not only

essages but coding vectors need to be protected; Second, encryp-

ion is a powerful countermeasure against eavesdropping, so how

o effectively combine encryption with LNC is a meaningful task;

hird, compared to routing, LNC inevitably augments resource con-

umptions and computation complexity, so an efficient algorithm is

dvantageous in practice. In the following sections, we will inves-

igate a great number of secure LNC schemes related to these con-

erns. A preview to countermeasures against wiretap attacks and

AAs is given in Table 2 . 

. Wiretap model and security grade 

The security of LNC was first investigated by Cai and Yeung [18] ,

ho proposed a wiretap network model becoming the foundation
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Fig. 8. Examples of (a). perfect security; (b). weak security. 

Table 3 

Grades of LNC security against wiretap 

attacks. 

Grade Refs 

Strong security [22,72,73] 

Perfect security [19–21,40,52,54] 

Weak security [23,30,39,41–44] 

Basic security [38] 

Fig. 9. The containing relations of the four security grades. 
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f further studies. Based on this model, we build a four-grade se-

urity hierarchy for LNC. Definition and an overview of each grade

s given in this section. More detailed discussions are provided in

he following sections. 

.1. Wiretap network model 

Cai and Yeung [18] proposed a wiretap network model ( G, S, R,

 ) to study the perfect security of LNC. 

efinition 1 (wiretap network model) [18] . The wiretap network

odel ( WNM ) is a quadruple ( G, S, R, A ). 

1) A directed acyclic graph G = ( V, E ), with V and E denoting the

set of nodes and edges, respectively. 

2) A source node S ∈ V 

3) A set of sink nodes R = { r i : r i ∈ V } 

4) A collection of wiretap channel sets A = { A: A ⊂E }. Eve can wire-

tap one instance of A . �

Feldman et al. [20] proposed an alternative model in which Eve

as access to a set of at most r edges of the network, i.e., | A | ≤ r .

his model is called r -WNM in this paper. 

.2. Security grade 

With a wiretap attack on a LNC network, Eve intends to extract

seful information from wiretapped data. According to protection

trength, we classify the security into four grades. 

.2.1. Grade-1: basic security 

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrated the superiority of LNC over routing

gainst passive attacks. Precisely, based on the two necessities for

olving (4) , if Eve does not master the coding rules or he is not

apable of collecting enough packets, he cannot resolve the origi-

al message. Since this security is rooted in a raw LNC system, we

efine such a virtue of LNC as basic security . 

However, a more powerful eavesdropper may exist who mas-

ers the full knowledge of LNC and has unbounded computation

apabilities. In this case, we want to know: “How much informa-

ion of the source message will be leaked out?” Different answers

ead to three security grades: weak security, perfect security and

trong security. 

.2.2. Grade-2: weak security 

efinition 2 (weak security) [23] . Let m = ( m 1 ,…, m n ) denote the

ource message. An LNC has weak security if 

 ( m i | y A ) = H ( m i ) i : 1 ∼ n (6)

here y A stands for the wiretapped symbols from the edge set A .

In other words, Eve cannot restore any single source symbol m i 

y wiretapping A . Alternatively, if y A is wiretapped in the model of

 -WNM, it is called r weak security. 

.2.3. Grade-3: perfect security 

efinition 3 (perfect security) [19] . An LNC scheme has perfect se-

urity if Eve cannot get any information of the source message,

amely, 

 ( m | y A ) = H ( m ) (7) 

�

Perfect security is also called information theoretical security

47] . In the case of r -WNM, it is called r perfect security. 
xample 2. Fig. 8 (a) shows an example of r = 1 perfect security.

he message m consists of a symbol m over F 3 . m is concealed

y a secret key k . No matter which edge (upper or lower, but not

oth) is wiretapped, Eve gets no information of m , so it is perfectly

ecure. Fig. 8 (b) is an example of r = 1 weak security. m is com-

osed of two symbols ( m 1 , m 2 ). With a symbol y wiretapped from

he upper or lower edge, Eve gets an amount of information about

 = ( m 1 , m 2 ), but he cannot resolve m 1 and m 2 definitely, i.e., 

 ( m 1 , m 2 ;y ) � = 0 , and I ( m i ; y ) = 0 ( i = 1 or 2 ) (8)

So, Fig. 8 (b) is weakly secure. �

Revisiting Fig. 8 (a), we find two necessary conditions for per-

ect security. First, it is necessary to mix random symbols with m .

therwise, the intercepted symbol y will become a linear combi-

ation of message symbols so that information leakage is unavoid-

ble. Second, the quantity of intercepted symbols must be limited.

n Fig. 8 (a), if Eve can intercept data from both links, he can resolve

 and k . 

.2.4. Grade-4: strong security 

If Eve intercepts more symbols than the upper limit of the

econd condition above, perfect security is broken. In this case,

arada and Yamamoto [22] proposed a strongly secure LNC

cheme to reduce information leakage. Briefly, the amount of di-

ulged information is a linearly increasing function with the quan-

ity of intercepted symbols. 

Table 3 summarizes representative studies related to four se-

urity grades. The containing relation of these four grades is pic-

orially illustrated in Fig. 9 . With the following four sections, we

omprehensively investigate existing schemes for each grade. 
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Fig. 10. Subspace coding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Guess probability of the 6-dimensional subspace code. 

Table 4 

Basic security of three types of LNC. 

Type of LNC Necessities for decoding 

Deterministic LNC coding vectors + enough packets 

Random LNC enough packets 

Subspace code enough packets 
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4. Basic security 

In this section, we discuss the intrinsic security of a raw LNC

network without leveraging any security mechanism. The discus-

sion starts from general LNC systems, including deterministic and

random LNC. Then, as an example of random LNC, the security of

subspace code is studied. 

4.1. Security of deterministic LNC 

In a deterministic LNC network, source symbols { m 1 ,…, m h } can

only be restored according to (4) by any intended receiver, no mat-

ter he is a subscriber or an eavesdropper. As mentioned, two ne-

cessities are required for his decoding: 

1) He receives h independent packets. 

2) He masters GCVs related to the h packets. 

Since in a typical LNC, LCVs and GCVs are confidential knowl-

edge shared between communication partners, LNC augments the

hardship of cryptanalysis to some degree. 

4.2. Security of random LNC 

In a random LNC system [35] , LCVs are generated randomly and

locally at intermediate nodes, and GCVs are attached and trans-

ported with code words ( Fig. 3 ). Thus, GCVs become open, so the

security of random LNC is weaker than deterministic LNC. How-

ever, Eve still needs to collect h independent packets to resolve

even a single symbol. Thus, a random LNC system remains more

secure than routing. In a word, there are security gains of both de-

terministic LNC and random LNC over routing. Next, we take sub-

space code as an example to analyze basic security. 

4.3. Security of subspace code 

Subspace code was initially utilized by Kötter and Kschischang

[115] to make error and erasure correction for random LNC. Instead

of mapping a message into a scalar or a vector, subspace code rep-

resents a source message with a distinct subspace. The source node

injects the basis vectors into the network for transmission. Due to

vector space preserving property of LNC, a sink decodes by iden-

tifying subspace. If the dimensions of all subspaces in a codebook

is identical, it is called constant dimensional subspace code, which

is more practical due to low complexity of encoding and decod-

ing. An example is shown in Fig. 10 . In the codebook, ‘ A ’ and ‘ B ’ is

mapped into two subspaces spanned by {(1 0 0 0), (0 1 0 0), (0 0

1 0)} and {(0 1 0 0), (0 0 1 0), (0 0 0 1)}, respectively. The random

LNC is built over F 5 . Fig. 10 illustrates the transmission of ‘ A ’. As-

sume the received GCV equals (1, 3, 2), then three received packets

should be {(1 0 0 0), (0 3 0 0), (0 0 2 0)}, which span the identical

subspace to ‘ A ’. 
Liu and Morgan [38] analyzed the security of constant dimen-

ional subspace code. Let n, k, q , and l denote the universal space

imension, the subspace dimension, the size of finite field, and the

uantity of intercepted vectors, respectively. The attacker model

ssumes that Eve masters the full knowledge of the subspace code

ust like a valid subscriber except he can only wiretap l vectors.

bviously, l reflects the attacking ability of Eve . If l ≥ k, Eve can

dentify the subspace; If l < k , he cannot determine it without un-

ertainty. However, Eve can still guess the subspace with a certain

robability, which measures the security of the subspace code. Liu

nd Morgan [38] formulated the closed form analytic solution of

he probability as 

 l = 

( q k −l − 1)( q k −l−1 − 1) · · · (q − 1) 

( q n −l − 1)( q n −l−1 − 1) · · · ( q n −k +1 − 1) 
(9)

Fig. 11 shows the result with the parameters ( n = 8, q = 2, k = 6).

he probability increases with l , which is in accordance with in-

uition, since the more packets Eve intercepts, the easier for him

o guess the subspace. Moreover, if looking into Fig. 11 , we find

hat the probability is very low for a small l . For example, the

oint ( l = 1, P l = 0.0 0 04) shows that the probability related to sin-

le packet wiretap is trivial. We stress such a commendable per-

ormance is achieved by the raw subspace code without any extra

perations. In Section 5.1 , we will compare subspace code with a

eak security LNC algorithm. 

The basic security of three LNCs are summarized in Table 4 . Ba-

ic security is based on the assumptions that Eve is unware of cod-

ng rules or he cannot collect enough packets. However, ones may

onfront more powerful enemies, so it is necessary to equip a raw

NC system with protections. In the following sections, we discuss

hree security grades of LNC systems in the sequence of increasing

rotection. 

. Weak security 

Weak security aims to protect source symbols. Existing weak

ecurity schemes can be classified into two classes. The first de-

ends on an LNC algorithm or a transformation. The second lever-

ges the cryptography to protect the message by encryption. 
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Fig. 12. Weakly secure code on the butterfly network. 
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Table 5 

Comparison between [39] and subspace code. 

Scheme Topology Complexity Feasibility 

[39] fixed high 1-WNM 

[38] fixed or variable low i -WNM i ≥ 1 
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.1. Schemes based on LNC algorithms 

The concept of weakly secure NC was initially proposed by

hattad and Narayanan [23] . They proposed a weakly secure LNC

cheme ( Fig. 12 ) for the butterfly network. In this scheme, the un-

erlying LNC is the same as Fig. 2 , but the source node S encodes

 m 1 , m 2 ) into ( m 1 + m 2 , m 1 + 2 m 2 ). Thus, Eve cannot restore m 1 

nd m 2 by intercepting any single edge, so it achieves r = 1 weak

ecurity. It can be verified that Eve does obtain an amount of infor-

ation about ( m 1 , m 2 ). For example, let the system be built over

 5 and assume the wiretapped symbol is y A = m 1 + m 2 over the

ink AC . If y A = 0, which implies ( m 1 , m 2 ) takes values from {(0,0),

1,4), (2,3), (3,2), (4,1)} equiprobably, then the divulged information

quals 

( m 1 , m 2 ; y A = 0) = H ( m 1 , m 2 ) − H( m 1 , m 2 | y A = 0) 
 l og ( 25 ) − l og ( 5 ) > 0 

(10) 

Thus, Fig. 12 is not perfectly secure. 

The basic idea behind Fig. 12 is very simple. Actually, for a

ource message m = ( m 1 ,…, m n ), the essence is to force the symbol

n each link to be a linear combination of ( m 1 ,…, m n ), so a wire-

apped edge set A with | A | < n is not enough to resolve any m i .

ith this example, we conclude four properties of weak security. 

1) The multicast capacity is same to an unsecure LNC, i.e., it is

equal to the min-cut bound. 

2) Weak security does not use the additives of random symbols.

3) If Eve can wiretap more edges than a limit, he will be able

to resolve the original symbols. 

4) To make the scheme effective, the field size should be large

enough. 

In fact, these four points are common properties of weakly se-

ure schemes based on LNC algorithms. These properties are sum-

arized in the existence theorem ( [23] Corollary 1) for the multi-

ast capacity of weakly secure network. 

heorem 1 (multicast capacity of weakly secure LNC) [23] . In a

ulticast network, if the number of wiretapped edges r is less than

he multicast rate h, then a weakly secure coding scheme exists over

 sufficiently large finite field. �

Weak security is superior to perfect security on two aspects.

irst, its capacity can achieve the min-cut bound. This is an ex-

remely appealing feature. In Section 6 , we show that a rate loss

s unavoidable for perfect security. Second, the complexity of weak

ecurity is remarkably lower than perfect security. Therefore, weak

ecurity is more implementable and feasible in practical applica-

ions. Next, two LNC based weak security schemes are investigated.

.1.1. A scheme based on LNC 

A weakly secure LNC algorithm was designed by Adeli and Liu

39] to fight against 1-WNM. The basic idea is as follows. To pre-

ent any symbol m from being leaked via any single edge, it is
i 
ufficient to prevent any GCV from being a multiple of any unit

ector u k , i.e., g ( e i ) � = n • u k . To this end, Adeli and Liu [39] designed

 localized strategy to assign LCVs from the source to the sinks in

opology order. Referring to (3) , the assignment of LCVs l ij is sub-

ect to 

 (e ′ j ) = 

| in (t) | ∑ 

i =1 

l i j · g ( e i ) � = n · u k (11)

There are three cons of this scheme. First, the algorithm is too

eavy because a large number of iterations are needed for (11) .

econd, it only works for 1-WNM. Third, it is not suitable for mo-

ile networks because the topology has changed before the algo-

ithm converges. Adeli and Liu [39] is compared with subspace

ode [38] in Table 5 . It shows that subspace code is superior to

deli and Liu [39] on complexity and flexibility. 

.1.2. A scheme based on transformation 

Essentially, LNC belongs to linear transformations which map

he inputs of a node to its outputs. In a broader sense, other trans-

ormations can be exploited for security. Luo et al. [44] designed

 weakly secure system based on all-or-nothing- transform (AONT)

45] , which was proposed by Rivest to make a strongly nonsepara-

le block cipher. 

efinition 4 (AONT) [46] . AONT is a function ϕ that maps an s -

uple x = ( x 1 ,…, x s ) input to an s -tuple y = ( y 1 ,…, y s ) output. x i and

 i take values from alphabet A . The following properties are satis-

ed: 

1) ϕ is a bijection 

2) If any s -1 values of the output ( y 1 ,…, y s ) are fixed, then the

value of any x i is completely undetermined. �

xample 3 [46] . Let A = F q . y = ϕ( x ) = xM 

−1 is an AONT if M is an

nvertible s × s matrix and no entry equals 0. An intuitive explana-

ion is as follows: Since x = yM and there is no zero entry in M ,

ach x i depends on all y j s. More precisely, if any n -1 entries of y

re fixed and only one entry, say y j 0 , is allowed to vary, then any

 i will get any possible value in F q . �

AONT significantly increases the difficulty for an attacker to per-

orm a brute-force attack. It is infeasible for him to determine even

ne x i before decrypting all y i . In the scheme [44] , the output of an

ntermediate node is generated by an AONT to its input. Thus, an

avesdropper with min-cut less than the minimal numbers of in-

oming links of any intermediate nodes cannot resolve any symbol

 i . However, a large number of AONTs inevitably increase the com-

utation at intermediate nodes. Moreover, this scheme increases

he potential risks related to compromised nodes. 

.2. Schemes based on encryption 

Cryptography has played an essential role in routing network

ecurity, so it is a natural thought of leveraging encryption to im-

rove the security of an LNC system. We summarize this idea by

n End-to-End symmetric key system ( Fig. 13 ). In the system, the

encrypt ” module handles security and the underlying LNC network

s only responsible to transport the ciphertext. For an eavesdrop-

er, even if he can decode ( x x x ) from intercepted packets, he
1 2 3 
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Fig. 13. Schemes based on encryption. 

Fig. 14. Permutation encryption scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Perfectly secure schemes based on precoding matrix. 
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cannot decrypt the original message ( m 1 m 2 m 3 ). The modules of

“encrypt ” and “LNC ” in Fig. 13 are independent and separable. This

is of great advantage over the schemes where the source opera-

tion is coupled with LNC, such as the schemes based on precoding

matrix [19,21,40] . 

Combining with encryption brings prosperous vitalities and

prospects to LNC security. Actually, any existing encryptions can be

embedded into Fig. 13 to create a secure LNC system. For exam-

ple, [41–43,62,140,144,145,151] utilize permutation, hash function,

or public key cryptography as the “encrypt” module. We do not

mean to exhaust all secure LNC schemes based on encryptions, but

only illustrate the essence of Fig. 13 with a simple scheme of [43] .

Example 4. Zhang et al. [43,153] proposed a secure scheme for

random LNC based on permutation. See Fig. 14 as an example. The

system is built over F 3 . Assume the message ( m 1 m 2 m 3 ) = (0 1

2). According to the typical operations of random LNC ( Fig. 3 ), the

message is prefixed with unit vectors. Then, the augmented vector

is encrypted by the “permutation” module. For simplicity, assume

the “permutation” to be a 1-step cyclic right shift. Thus, x 1 = (0 1

0 0), x 2 = (1 0 1 0), x 3 = (2 0 0 1). Assume the GCVs of the three

input edges of a receiver are (1 2 2), (0 2 1), and (1 1 1), so three

received vectors are 

y 1 = 1 x 1 + 2 x 2 + 2 x 3 = ( 0122 ) (12)

y 2 = 0 x 1 + 2 x 2 + 1 x 3 = ( 1021 ) (13)

y 3 = 1 x 1 + 1 x 2 + 1 x 3 = ( 0111 ) (14)

The receiver decrypts the plaintext by 1-step cyclic left shift

and then decodes the source message with Gaussian elimination.

�

This scheme is flexible and implementable. Nevertheless, we

mention that since there are in total n ! permutations for an n -

length vector, the permutation encryption is apt to be decrypted

by a brute-force cryptanalyst. Vilela et al. [30] proposed a more

secure scheme based on encryption algorithms. Moreover, a cou-

ple of weakly secure LNC schemes different from the structure of

Fig. 13 exists, such as link encryption [63,68] , network segmenta-

tion [64–66] , one-time pad [67] , space-time network code [69,70] ,

RSA signature algorithm [170] , etc. 

5.3. Comparison between weakly secure schemes 

We compare the advantages and disadvantages of two classes

of weakly secure schemes in Table 6 . On one hand, the schemes

based on encryption are flexible and topology independent, so they

are more feasible and implementable than the schemes of Adeli

and Liu [39] and Luo et al. [44] . But a confidential link is needed
or encryption schemes to distribute keys. On the other hand, al-

hough the schemes based on LNC algorithms or AONT transforma-

ion exempt the usage of key, they need joint design with LNC so

hat flexibility is seriously limited. 

. Perfect security 

It is noted that perfect security came into being prior to weak

ecurity in chronological order (see Table 1 ). In fact, the first se-

ure LNC scheme [18] aimed to achieve perfect security. It was this

ork that sparkled subsequent studies in this field. Perfectly secure

NC schemes can be built with the mechanisms of precoding, coset

ode, and rank metric code. 

.1. Schemes based on precoding 

Cai and Yeung [19] proved the multicast capacity bound of a

erfectly secure LNC system. 

heorem 2 (multicast capacity of a perfectly secure network)

19] . In a multicast network with minimum min-cut of n, if there are

 wiretapped edges, then a perfectly secure coding scheme to multicast

 - r symbols exists. �

Guang et al. [150] proved even if the information quantity is

ess than n - r, r is still the lower bound of the number of random

ey symbols to achieve r perfect security. Moreover, Cheng and Ye-

ng [71] generalized the wiretap network model ( Definition 1 ) by

etting A be composed of arbitrary subsets of edge set E and calcu-

ated related bounds of n and r . 

Compared to a weakly secure LNC system ( Theorem 1 ), a per-

ectly secure LNC system suffers unavoidable capacity loss. Indeed,

t is necessary for the source to mix random key symbols with

riginal messages for perfect security. 

Fig. 15 shows the framework of a perfectly secure LNC system

ased on precoding. The source concatenates the message vector

 = ( m 1 , …, m n - r ) with a random key vector k = ( k 1 ,…, k r ) and

ultiply x = ( m, k ) with a precoding matrix Q 

−1 . The code xQ 

−1 

s then injected into the LNC network. A sink receives xQ 

−1 G from

he network , with G denoting the transfer matrix of LNC. It then

ecodes and restores x with Q , which is secretly sent via a confi-

ential link. Assume Eve wiretaps a set of edges A and obtains the

ymbols y A = ( y 1 ,…, y | A | ) = xQ 

−1 G A , where G A denotes the transfer

atrix whose columns consist of the GCVs of A . The goal of per-

ect security is H ( m | y A ) = H ( m ). The key for perfect security is the

esign of Q . We expound two schemes for constructing Q below. 

.1.1. Scheme of Cai and Yeung 

The first perfectly secure LNC system was constructed by

ai and Yeung [18,19] . In their system, the precoding matrix

 = [ b 1 , b 2 ,…, b n ] is closely related to the wiretapped pattern

 = { a 1 ,…, a r }. Specifically, G A = [ g ( a 1 ), g ( a 2 ),…, g ( a r )] is known to the

ystem designer a priori. It is proved that perfect security is satis-

ed if b 1 , b 2 , …, b n-r , g ( a 1 ), g ( a 2 ), …, g ( a r ) are independent. Af-

er the generation of b 1 , b 2 , …, b n-r , Q can be constructed by ex-

ending b 1 , b 2 , …, b n-r into a basis of F n q . An intuitive explana-

ion to this scheme is as follows: With the Q thus constructed, the
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Table 6 

Advantages and disadvantages of weakly secure NC schemes. 

Schemes Advantages Disadvantages 

1. schemes based on LNC algorithms 1. There is no need of extra links to share encryption key 

between communication partners. 

1. It needs a deliberately designed LNC algorithm, which 

incurs with inflexibility and high complexity. 

2. It is only effective for fixed network. 

3. It only works for deterministic LNC, not for random LNC. 

2. schemes based on encryption 1.The modules of “encrypt” and “LNC” in Fig. 13 are 

independent, which takes advantage of flexibility and 

simplicity. 

1. It needs a confidential way to share the encryption key 

or encryption function between communication partners. 

2. It works for networks with both fixed and variable 

topology. 

3. It works for both deterministic and random LNC. 

Fig. 16. Secure error correcting code. 
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Fig. 17. Wiretap channel Ⅱ . 

Table 7 

A simple coset code. 

coset ( y 1 y 2 ) 

coset_0: x = 0 (0 0 ) (1 1) 

coset_1: x = 1 (1 0 ) (0 1) 
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information of x . 
 × r matrix Q 

−1 G A has such a property that the lower r items of

very column vector are not all zero. As a result, every item of

 A = ( m,k ) Q 

−1 G A is a mixture of both m and k , so Eve cannot get

nformation of m . The major deficiency of this scheme is the de-

endence of Q on A . In many applications, the wiretap pattern A

s unknown to the designer or it is variable with time, so that this

cheme becomes infeasible. 

Ngai et al. [4 8,4 9] extended this scheme to a secure error cor-

ecting NC by concatenating a perfectly secure LNC with an er-

or correcting network code [115] . The operation at the source is

hown in Fig. 16 , in which G denotes the generator matrix of the

rror correcting code. The scheme is effective to fight against an

dversary who can not only eavesdrop r links but contaminate d

inks. The code rate is proved to be ω ≤ h -2 d - r , where ω and h de-

ote the dimension of m and multicast capacity, respectively. 

.1.2. Scheme of Feldman 

Feldman et al. [20] transformed the perfect security of LNC

nto the problem of secret sharing [50] . We explain their scheme

n terms of Fig. 15 . There are in total n symbols at the source

 = ( m,k ) = ( m 1 ,…, m n - r , k 1 ,…, k r ). Assume the number of network

inks is | E |, so there are in total | E | combinations of these symbols

n links. The goal of secret sharing is to guarantee that the knowl-

dge of less than r combinations does not divulge any information

f m , while knowing n combinations allows recovery of m . Obvi-

usly, the secret sharing is equivalent to perfect r- WNM. To achieve

his goal, Feldman et al. [20] constructed the precoding matrix Q

y finding a linear code with certain distance properties. The con-

truction depends on the knowledge of the underlying LNC and is

oughly divided into three steps. 

1) The source collects the GCVs of all edges into an n × | E | ma-

trix Z and calculates the corresponding parity check matrix

A . 

2) The source generates a ( n - r ) × | E | matrix B subject to

d ( A,B ) > r , where the matrix distance d (.,.) is defined as the

minimum hamming distance between two vectors in the

row spaces of the two matrices. 

3) Calculate Q n - r = ZB 

T and extend it to an n × n invertible ma-

trix Q. 

Feldman et al. rigorously proved that such a construction

chieves r perfect security. Compared to [19] , this scheme waives

he need of a priori knowledge of A , so it is more flexible. How-

ver, the construction of Q is relevant to an n × | E | matrix Z . For a

arge size network, the matrix calculations may be prohibitive. 
.2. Coset code 

Rouayheb and Soljanin [21] modeled a wiretapped LNC system

s the classical wiretap channel Ⅱ [51] and proposed a perfectly

ecure scheme based on coset coding. We recollect the concept of

iretap channel Ⅱ and coset code first. 

.2.1. wiretap channel Ⅱ and coset code 

In a wiretap channel Ⅱ over F 2 ( Fig. 17 ), the source encodes a

 -bit message vector x = ( x 1 ,…, x k ) into an n -bit ( n > k ) code vec-

or y = ( y 1 ,…, y n ). When y is sent into the channels, Eve randomly

iretaps μ bits z = ( z 1 ,…, z μ) from ( y 1 ,…, y n ). The goal is to design

 source coding scheme to maximize Eve ’s uncertainty about x .

zarow et al. [51] proposed a coset coding scheme based on ( n,

 = n - μ) linear maximum distance separable (MDS) group codes

o achieve information theoretical security. Concretely, let H be a

 × n parity check matrix of a linear MDS group code. A partition

 A i :1 ≤ i ≤ 2 k } to F n 
2 

is defined by H . Each subset is a coset in which

 

n - k vectors are related to the same syndrome. Coset code repre-

ents a message by a coset. At the source, the encoder randomly

aps the message into one of the vectors in the coset. At the sink,

he decoder identifies the coset by calculating the syndrome. It can

e proved that Eve ’s uncertainty about x is k bits, i.e., H ( x | z ) = H ( x ),

o it is information theoretically secure. 

xample 5 [21] . Assume ( k, n, μ) = (1, 2, 1). The source bit x is en-

oded into two code bits y 1 = r, y 2 = r + x. r is a random bit inde-

endent to x . As a result, the message x = 0 is mapped to coset_0,

hich consists of (0 0) and (1 1); the message x = 1 is mapped to

oset_1, which consists of (1 0) and (0 1). see Table 7 . In this ex-

mple, the parity check matrix H = (1 1). If Eve intercepts a bit y i 
rom the channel, say y 2 = 0, because it is equiprobable for coset_0

nd coset_1 to generate y 2 = 0 (two italic 0 s), he cannot obtain any
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Fig. 18. Concatenation of coset code and LNC. 

Fig. 19. LNC destructs the security of the coset code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20. Scheme against jamming and eavesdropping. If m = 0, x is a rank deficient 

matrix; else if m = 1, x is a full rank matrix. When the sink receives y , it decodes 

m by identifying the rank of y . 
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6.2.2. The wiretap network Ⅱ 
A wiretapped LNC system ( Fig. 18 ) is analogous to the wiretap

channel Ⅱ . Thus, a straightforward thought is to realize perfect se-

curity by concatenating a coset code with a LNC, as Fig. 18 shows.

Unfortunately, the system in Fig. 18 is not perfectly secure. Fig. 19

shows an example. The coset code and LNC are the same as

Examples 5 and 1 , respectively. Within LNC, however, the bit x is

exposed on the link CD . By comparing Figs. 17 and 18 , we find that

what Eve intercepts in Fig. 18 is not a subset of ( y 1 ,…, y n ) but μ lin-

ear combinations of them. This is the critical difference between

Figs. 17 and 18 . 

Fig. 19 shows LNC potentially undermines the perfect security

of coset code. To fix this problem, coset code and LNC have to be

jointly designed. Rouayheb and Soljanin [2,52] proved that if no

linear combinations of μ GCVs of LNC belongs to the row space

of the parity check matrix H of the coset code, perfect security

will hold. They modified the polynomial time algorithm [28] to

this end. However, vector space checking drastically burdens the

polynomial time algorithm with a great number of iterations. 

6.3. Rank metric code 

Conceptually, subspace code [38] belongs to the family of array

code [53] , which represents the message by matrix. Rank metric

code is another brilliant array code. Silva, Kschischang, and Köt-

ter [114] leveraged rank metric code for error correction on ran-

dom LNC. They proposed a rank distance metric d R ( X,Y ) = rank( X -

Y ), with which a minimum distance decoding rule is defined. 

Besides error correction, Silva and Kschischang [54,55] apply

rank metric code to antagonize wiretapping. Their scheme breaks

the undesired coupling between coset code and LNC. Specifically,

they kept underlying LNC over the base field F q , while make the

outer code with a maximum rank distance (MRD) code over an

extension field of F q . They prove such a nonlinear scheme guaran-

tees perfect security. Chen et al. [134] gave a necessary condition

for an MRD code to obtain perfect security. An immediate advan-

tage of this scheme is that the outer code (rank metric code) and

the inner code (LNC) can be designed separately. Thus, rank metric

code can be applied on the top of any random LNC system with-

out any modification. Further, Umberto [172] proposed a method

to decrease communication overhead for the rank metric code. 

An application of rank metric code was proposed by Yao et al.

[57,58] to securely send a single bit against wiretapping and jam-

ming attacks. They assume Eve not only wiretaps a link set A but

implements byzantine attacks via another link set B ( Fig. 20 ). In

the scheme, the bit ‘0 ′ and ‘1 ′ are encoded at the source into a

rank deficient matrix and a full rank matrix, respectively. A wrong
 ∀
ecoding happens only if x is rank deficient but y is full rank, or

eversely. The authors proved that the probability of wrong decod-

ng is trivial. However, we argue that the security is realized at the

rice of a very low rate. 

.4. Comparison between perfectly secure schemes 

Four perfectly secure schemes are compared in Table 8 . Ning

nd Yeung [19] depends on the knowledge of wiretapped edges, so

t is only effective for single fixed wiretap pattern. Feldman et al.

20] can be used to resist multiple wiretap patterns. But the ma-

rix calculations at an order of | E | are oppressive for large scale

etworks. El Rouayheb and Soljanin [21] requires a highly complex

lgorithm to unsnarl the coupling between coset code and LNC.

omparatively, rank metric code [54] is a reasonable strategy due

o flexibility and simplicity. However, we mention that the attrac-

ive performance of the rank metric code is achieved at the cost

f rate loss. Other than the four schemes mentioned above, Li and

uang [171] modeled perfectly secure NC as a multilevel diversity

oding system and calculated the rate region for it. 

. Strong security 

Denote the message and the key in a perfectly secure network

y m and k , respectively. According to Theorem 2 , if | m | = l , | k | = r ,

nd the multicast capacity h = l + r , then the necessary condition

or perfect security is | A | ≤ r , i.e., 

(m | y A ) = H(m ) only i f | A | ≤ r 

On the other side, if Eve can wiretap more than h symbols from

he network, he can resolve m , i.e., 

 ( m | y A ) = 0 i f | A | ≥ h 

Within the range of r < | A | < h, Eve can obtain partial informa-

ion about m . To reduce information leakage in this case, Harada

nd Yamamoto [22] proposed a strong security scheme based on

he secret sharing ( h, l, N ) threshold system of Yamamoto [59] . In

he system, m = ( m 1 ,…, m l ) is transformed into N shares v = ( v 1 ,…,

 N ) and Eve intercepts | A | shares y A = ( y 1 ,…, y | A | ). If | A | ≥ h , he can

ecover m . If | A | ≤ r = h - l , it is perfectly secure. In between, the un-

ertainty is a linear function of H ( m ). Precisely, H ( m|y A ) equals 
 

H(m | y A ) = H(m ) , | A | ≤ r = h − l 

H (m | y A ) = 

l−n 
l 

H (m ) , | A | = h − l + n, n = 0 , ..., l 
H(m | y A ) = 0 , | A | ≥ h 

(15)

As Fig. 21 shows. A scheme satisfying (15) is called weakly se-

ure ramp secret sharing scheme. Apparently, this scheme sub-

umes r perfect security. 

Furthermore, Yamamoto [59] suggested a scheme stronger than

15) . It is 

[( m i 1 , ..., m i (l−n ) 
) | y A ] = H[( m i 1 , ..., m i (l−n ) 

)] 

 ( i 1 , ..., i (l−n ) ) ⊂ (1 , ..., l) 
(16)
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Table 8 

Advantages and disadvantages of perfect security coding schemes. 

Schemes Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Cai [19] 1. It has low computation complexity. 1. The construction of precoding matrix depends on the 

wiretap pattern A . 

2. It depends on the knowledge of the underlying LNC. 

3. It is not effective for mobile network and random LNC. 

4. It is only effective for single wiretap pattern. 

2. Feldman [20] 1. It is effective for multiple wiretap patterns. 1. The construction of precoding matrix is related to an n × | E | 

matrix Z , which incurs high computation complexity. 

2. It depends on the knowledge of the underlying LNC. 

3. It is not effective for mobile network and random LNC. 

3. Coset code [21] 1. It is effective for multiple wiretap patterns. 1. The undesired coupling makes the designs of coset code and 

LNC entangled and decreases flexibility and simplicity. 

2.It is not effective for mobile network and random LNC. 

4. Rank metric code [54] 1. It is a universal strategy. The designs of source coding and 

LNC are detachable and independent. 

1. Mapping the source message into a matrix causes rate loss. 

2. It works for networks with both fixed and variable topology. 

3. It works for both deterministic and random LNC. 

4. It can also be used for error correcting. 

Fig. 21. Perfect security and strong security. r, l, h , | A | denote the number of key 

symbols, message symbols, capacity, and wiretapped symbols, respectively. 
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Fig. 22. Multisource WNM. The message sources { s i } and key sources { u i } inject 

messages { m i } and keys { k i } into the network, respectively. 
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That is to say the uncertainty of any subset composed of l - n

 = h -| A |) symbols is kept unchanged. (16) is called strongly secure

amp secret sharing scheme. 

Based on the weakly and strongly secure ramp secret sharing,

arada and Yamamoto [22] proposed a ( h, l, N ) threshold strongly

ecure LNC scheme with the strategy of precoding as Fig. 15 .

pecifically, the source message is encoded by 

( x 1 , . . . , x N ) = ( m 1 , . . . , m l , k 1 , . . . , k r ) G (17)

n which G is an N × N precoding matrix. To achieve a weak or

trong secret sharing LNC, the construction of G abides by the fol-

owing theorem. 

heorem 3 [22] . Let u j be the jth column vector of the identity ma-

rix with rank h, and let g j be the jth column vector of G . Then 

1) The secret sharing scheme generated by (17) is a weakly se-

cure ramp secret sharing scheme i.i.f u 1 , u 2 ,…, u r and any h - r

vectors in { g 1 ,…, g N } are linearly independent. 

2) The secret sharing scheme generated by (17) is a strongly se-

cure ramp secret sharing scheme i.i.f the h vectors composed

of any i vectors in { u 1 , u 2 ,…, u h } and any h - i vectors in { g 1 ,…,

g N } are linearly independent. �

Harada and Yamamoto modified the polynomial time algorithm

28] to construct the strongly secure network code. Kurosawa,

hta, and Kakuta [72] pushed forward the outcome of Harada

nd Yamamoto [22] by finding a necessary and sufficient condi-

ion (Proposition 3) for strongly secure LNC in terms of the n × | E |

NC matrix Z and proposing an explicit polynomial time algorithm

o construct strongly secure LNC. Moreover, Kurihara et.al [73] pro-

osed an explicit construction of strongly secure LNC by combining

ecret sharing [50] and MRD codes [56] . Matsumoto and Hayashi
168,169] proposed a strongly secure SMC (Secure Multiplex Cod-

ng). Instead of adding random bits into messages, SMC mixes mul-

iple statistically dependent and non-uniform messages together

or security. 

At the end of this section, we summarize the security mecha-

isms, attacker models, and basic ideas of the four security grades

ith Table 9 . 

. Security of multisource networks 

Up to now, we limit our discussion within the scope of sin-

le source networks, where both messages and random keys are

enerated by the source node. More generally, multiple sessions

ay coexist in an LNC network. See Fig. 22 as an example. There

re multiple source nodes scattered within the network generat-

ng messages or random keys. The scatter of multiple source nodes

cross the network increases the risk of information leakage in that

ve gets more opportunities to intercept original messages or keys

rom everywhere. While, on the other side, it brings potential flex-

bilities to secure coding schemes. Moreover, compared to a single

ource network, the capacity of a secure LNC for a multisource net-

ork is more intricate. 

Cai and Yeung [29] got the necessary and sufficient condition of

he perfect security for a multisource network as Fig. 22 . It is as-

umed both m and k have positive probability. Eve intercepts y A by

iretapping the pattern A . Cai and Yeung proved that the perfect

ecurity was governed by the following theorem. 

heorem 4 [29] . For the multiple source WNM, if x = ( m, k ) is in-

ected and y = x • G is wiretapped, then H ( m | y ) = H ( m ) holds i.i.f 
A A A 
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Table 9 

Four security grades of a LNC system. 

Grade 

Security 

mechanism Attacker model Goal Basic idea 

Strong Source coding | A | ≥ r He masters the full knowledge of LNC 

and he can intercept more symbols than 

random keys. r denotes the number of key 

symbols. 

To maximize 

H ( m | y A ) 

It is based on the secret sharing threshold 

system of Yamamoto [59] . 

Perfect Source coding | A | < r He masters the full knowledge of LNC 

but he can only intercept less symbols than 

random keys. r denotes the number of key 

symbols. 

H ( m | y A ) = H ( m ) With source coding, the intercepted symbols in 

A are combinations of message and random 

keys, so the enemy cannot get any 

information of the message. 

Weak LNC algorithm | A | < n He masters the full knowledge of LNC 

but he can only intercept less symbols than 

message symbols. n denotes the number of 

message symbols. 

To protect m i from 

being resolved. 

Every symbol on a link is a linear combination 

of ( m 1 ,…, m n ), so that an interception A with 

| A | < n is not enough to resolve any m i . 

Encryption He has same ability as a legal sink except that 

he does not have the encryption key or 

function. 

same to above LNC fulfills underlying transportation. The 

privacy is protected by end-to-end 

encryption. 

Basic Random LNC He has same ability as a legal sink except that 

he cannot collect enough packets to decode. 

same to above The enemy cannot decode because of his 

inferior ability to the normal sink. 

Deterministic LNC He does not know the coding rule, and/or He 

cannot collect enough packets to decode. 

same to above same to above 

Fig. 23. Key cancellation at the intermediate nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 24. Key injection at the intermediate nodes. 
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1) k has uniform distribution on the n -dimensional row space 

2) rank( G A ) = rank( < the lower n rows of G A > ) �

Zhang and Yeung [60] generalized the work of Ning and Ye-

ung [29] by allowing arbitrary probability distribution of m and k .

They gave a general security condition for the multisource WNM

in terms of the support of intercepted messages and randomness.

A more generalized multisource network model is proposed and

studied by Chan and Grant [161] . In that model, there are multi-

ple sessions and multiple eavesdroppers. Each eavesdropper is in-

terested in a group of sessions and wiretaps a group of links. The

goal is to make each eavesdropper unaware of the information in-

terested. They obtained the inner bound and outer bound in terms

of entropic functions [13] . 

Tao, Ho, and Kliewer [61] proposed a method to improve

throughput by injecting or deleting random symbols at the inter-

mediate nodes. Take Fig. 23 as an example. The network consists of

three layers. All links have unit capacity. S sends two symbols ( m 1 ,

m 2 ) to R . The network is built over F 3 . Assume Eve can wiretap any

two links at layer 1. Because the overall min-cut n = 3 and wiretap

number r = 2, the perfectly secure capacity should be 1 symbol ac-

cording to Theorem 2 . But with the scheme in Fig. 23 , two symbols

( m 1 , m 2 ) are transported without information leakage. Reversely, in

Fig. 24 , Eve can wiretap any two links at layer 3. If a random sym-

bol k 2 is injected into the network by the intermediate node D ,

the perfect security capacity is also increased from 1 symbol to 2

symbols. Figs. 23 and 24 show that perfect security capacity could

be improved by deleting or generating random key symbols at in-
ermediate nodes. This technique is suitable to networks with the

roperties of 

1) Overall capacity of the LNC network is too limited to accom-

modate both messages and random keys. 

2) The underlying network is wired and has a central controller.

3) The wiretapped links are confined within a subnet domain,

which is known by the central controller a priori. 

We mention that the third property is critical to the effective-

ess of this strategy. Indeed, if 3) is satisfied, we may also generate

 1 and k 2 at the nodes on the boundary of layer 2 and layer 3 in

ig. 24 , so that keeps layer 1 and layer 2 as a normal LNC network

o transport m 1 and m 2 . Thus, the coding operations can be further

implified. 

. Secure LNC against TAAs 

In some network applications, such as multi-hop wireless net-

orks (MWN), wireless sensor networks (WSN), or battlefield com-

unications, an adversary may be more interested in the identity

r location of communicators. For example, if Eve can grasp en-

ire traffic flows in a military wireless network, he may deduce

ho is talking to whom, or more fatally, localize the headquar-

ers. In these applications, those concomitant contextual clues are

ore valuable than message contents and are generally disclosed

ia traffic analysis attacks (TAAs). 
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Table 10 

Countermeasures against TAAs on routing networks. 

Countermeasures Refs Depictions 

Proxy [85] Data are forwarded by proxy servers so to conceal the 

source node. 

Mix [74,86] Intermediate nodes mix and reorder received messages 

from different flows to confuse the attacker. 

Onion routing [87] Protect messages by successive encryption and decryption 

to achieve unlinkability. 

Dummy message [89,95,97] Inject dummy message into networks to homogenize traffic 

intensity. 

Phantom receiver [92,149] Enlarge the set of possible destination candidates to 

increase the uncertainty of destination identity. 

Phantom flooding [148] The source message is sent out to a phantom source before 

being flooded. 

Random walk [96,146,147] A node forwards packets by randomly selecting a neighbor. 

The sink collects data by random walk so to conceal its 

locations and movements. 

Rate adjustment [94] Control packet sending rate to generate uniform rate 

distribution across the network. 
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Fig. 25. Illustration of Onion routing. 
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The goals of TAAs include locating source or sink nodes, match-

ng source-sink pairs, identifying flows, or tracing nodes move-

ent, etc. The approaches of TAAs include flow tracing, correla-

ion analysis to packet size, flow rate, time order, or message con-

ent, etc. A communication system immune to TAAs by conceal-

ng traffic patterns is called anonymous system [74] . Table 10 sum-

aries countermeasures against TAAs used by traditional routing

etworks. 

In comparison to routing, LNC performs intrinsic protections

gainst TAAs due to its mixing and encoding nature. The unlink-

bility and inconsistency between incoming and outgoing packets

n LNC thwarts flow tracing [75] . Moreover, LNC is resilient to tim-

ng cryptanalysis due to the random delays introduced at interme-

iate nodes [82] . The studies on TAAs are far less than wiretap at-

acks. Existing secure LNC strategies against TAAs include anony-

ous routing [81] , encryption [87,88] , scheduling [83] , flow merg-

ng [82] , GCV protection [75,76] , and dummy, etc. In the following,

ve typical LNC schemes against TAAs are investigated. 

.1. ANOC 

Traditional privacy preserving routing protocols, like Onion [87] ,

epends on encryption/decryption operations to achieve unlink-

bility. However, such operations conflict with packet mixing in

NC. To resolve this, Zhang et al. [88] proposed an Anonymous Net-

Ork Coding (ANOC) protocol based upon Onion routing 

xample 6. Onion routing and ANOC 

ig. 25. shows a wireless butterfly networ k. There are two ses-

ions: session 1: S 1 → R → D 1 and session 2: S 2 → R → D 2 . The sig-

als sent from S 1 and S 2 are also perceived by D 2 and D 1 , re-

pectively. We use SK, UK to denote the symmetrical session key

nd public key, respectively, and let {.} key denote the encrypting

unction by the key. The keys SK and UK are distributed during

outing establishment. See session 1 as an example, S 1 encap-

ulates two symmetrical keys SK D 1 and SK 1 R within the packet

 { S K D 1 
} U K D 1 , SK 1 R , D 1 } U K R . R decrypts and decapsulates the packet

o obtain SK 1 R and forward { S K D 1 
} U K D 1 to D 1 . Then, D 1 get SK D 1 .

hen routing is built, S 1 encrypts the message m 1 with symmet-

ical keys SK D 1 and SK 1 R successively. R and D 1 peel the onion

ipher by decryption until D 1 gets the message. The privacy is

reserved in that the adversary cannot identify the source-sink

airs even though he can wiretap packets. If NC is applied in

ig. 25 , however, an issue arises for D 1 and D 2 to decode. See D 1 

s an example. In the regular NC, D 1 receives { { m 2 } S K D 2 } SK2 
R 

and
 m 1 } S K D 1 � { m 2 } S K D 2 from S 2 and R , respectively. As D 1 does not

ave the symmetrical key of SK 2 R , it cannot resolve { m 2 } S K D 2 by de-

ryption and in turn it cannot decode. To solve this, ANOC makes

he coding node R to share its session keys with its one hop neigh-

ors in an on-demand fashion. 

.2. HEF 

Fan et al. [75,76] proposed a privacy preserving scheme for

ulti-hop wireless networks (MWN). The key idea is to protect

CVs of random LNC with a homomorphic encryption function

HEF) in an end-to-end way similar to Fig. 13 . An HEF E (.) has

uch a property that one is able to calculate E ( x + y ) from cipher

exts E ( x ) and E ( y ) without the need of decoding [77] . This prop-

rty makes HEF very suitable to random LNC. In the scheme [75] ,

CVs are encrypted by an HEF at the source before transmission.

ny intermediate node performs regular random LNC. A validate

ink, with the knowledge of symmetric key, decrypts GCVs fol-

owed by decoding. This end-to-end encryption scheme counters

gainst size or content correlation attacks, link eavesdropping and

ntermediate node compromise. Moreover, encryption and LNC are

ndependent, so it is flexible. Further, Fan et al. [93] strengthen this

cheme by utilizing dummy message. The dummy message is spe-

ially generated by setting the data field ‘Null’, i.e., all zeros. Such

 dummy not only keeps the advantage of pattern anonymity but

hows superior performance over general dummy schemes [89] on

wo aspects: First, null dummy data could be combined with true

ata so LNC is not deteriorated; Second, it mitigates traffic ex-

losion [89] as null dummy can be absorbed within intermediate

odes. Similar to Fan et al. [75] , Devi and Nagarajan [80] and Don-

re [84] protect GCVs by Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and

lowfish encryption, respectively. 
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Table 11 

Secure LNC schemes against TAAs. 

Mechanism Key ideas Privacy and TAAs Advantages and disadvantages 

Encryption Encrypting GCVs end-by-end with HEF 

[75] . 

• Privacy: unlinkability, flow 

untraceability, 

• Advantages: Both confidentiality and privacy are 

protected. Independence of LNC and HEF brings 

flexibility and simplicity. 

• TAAs: content or size correlation, flow 

tracing, 

• Disadvantages: It needs a confidential way to share the 

encryption key. 

Dummy message Generating and injecting dummy 

messages just like real traffic to 

homogenize traffic intensity [93] . 

• Privacy: pattern anonymity • Advantages: low design complexity 

• TAAs: flow pattern analysis, • Disadvantages: heavy network loads 

LNC based upon 

privacy 

preserving 

routing 

Combining LNC with privacy preserving 

routing scheme, like onion routing 

[88] ANOC. 

• Privacy: unlinkability • Advantages: It utilizes existing anonymous routing 

protocol. 

• TAAs: content correlation, flow 

tracing 

• Disadvantages: Onion routing is related to multiple 

encryptions which causes high complexity. The key 

sharing scheme is topology dependent. 

GCVs mixing Generating outgoing GCVs by linearly 

combining incoming GCVs with 

different flows, locations and time 

orders [79] [91] . 

• Privacy: independency between 

inputs and outputs, 

• Advantages: effective to GCV dependency analysis 

• TAAs: content or size correlation, flow 

tracing 

• Disadvantages: GCVs mixing scheme is topology 

dependent and with high complexity. 

Rate control With NC scheduling, traffic flow 

become a Poisson processes with the 

same rate [78] Priv-code. 

• Privacy: Rate unobservability, • Advantages: effective to rate correlation analysis 

• TAAs: rate correlation, • Disadvantages: high design complexity of rate control 

Flow merging Merging multiple flows into one [82] . • Privacy: flow and traffic pattern 

unobservability 

• Advantages: flow unobservability 

• TAAs: flow tracing, content 

correlation 

• Disadvantages: additional operations are needed outside 

of the network. 

Table 12 

Properties of secure NC. 

Properties Comments 

Security The scheme should be secure enough. 

Complexity The algorithm complexity should be as low as possible. 

Flexibility The scheme should work for both fixed and mobile 

networks, or both deterministic and random LNC. 

Independence The source operations should be independent from the 

underlying LNC. 

Robustness The scheme should be able to adapt to network change, 

such as node movement, link outage, packet loss, etc. 

Multipurpose It is much better for a coding scheme to antagonize both 

passive and active attacks. 

Efficiency The code should have a high throughput. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 26. Illustration of Jin et al. [79] . 
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9.3. GCV mixing 

In a LNC system, linear dependency exists among GCVs of flows

within a coding session. As a result, a risk arises that Eve can re-

solve the flow path by tracing the dependency. To prevent this,

Wang et al. [79] mix multiple flows by generating outgoing GCVs

from the common basis of incoming GCVs of multiple sessions. We

use Example 7 to expound the basic idea. 

Example 7. In an LNC network as Fig. 26 , the intermediate node

t receives flows { f 1 , f 2 } from session_1, { f 3 , f 4 } from session_2, and

{ f 5 , f 6 } from session_3. It can be verified that the output GCV g o is

linear combinations of { g 1 , g 2 }, { g 2 , g 3 , g 4 }, { g 1 , g 4 , g 5 }, or { g 2 , g 5 ,

g 6 }. Accordingly, Eve is confused of how many sessions exist and

which flows belong to which session. �

Moreover, Wang et al. [91] extended this work from flow un-

observability to movement unobservability by generating outgoing

GCVs from linear combinations of incoming GCVs with different lo-

cations and different time orders. Thus, the attacker is confused to

when and where the parent packets came from. [79,91] exempts
ncryption, but it depends on a complicate algorithm to generate

bfuscated GCVs. 

.4. Priv-Code 

Wan, Xing, and Liu [78] designed a LNC based scheduling

cheme “Priv-Code” to preserve privacy against TAAs. The goal of

riv-Code is to make different traffic flows indistinguishable. To

his end, they designed a LNC scheduling optimization algorithm

o force every traffic flow becoming a Poisson processes with the

ame rate, by which all flows look similar to each other. 

.5. Flow merging 

A privacy preservation scheme based on flow mixture was given

y Atya et al. [82] , whereby multiple flows are merged into one

ow. GCVs are kept within packet headers and flow identity (FID)

s represented by its position in the packet header. The scheme

omprised of two phases: In group setup phase, flows are corre-

ated to groups and flow identities are assigned. In data forwarding

hase, every source node encapsulates its message into packet and

ackets of multiple flows belonging to one group are merged into

ne flow. It is noted that the packet headers are encrypted with
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Table 13 

Evaluation of secure NC Schemes against wiretap attacks. 

Security Complexity Flexibility Independence Robustness Multipurpose Throughput 

• Weak security based on NC algorithms [39] weak high low low low low high 

• Weak security based on encryption ( Fig. 13 ) weak low high high high high high 

• Cai [18] perfect high low low low low high 

• Feldman [20] perfect high high low low low high 

• Coset code [21] perfect high low low low low high 

• Rank metric code [54] perfect low high high high high low 

• Strong security [22] strong high low low low low high 

Fig. 27. Illustration of Atya et al. [82] . In a packet ( h | e ), h is the header and e is the 

data. 
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EF so the group identity, encoding coefficients, and flow identi-

ies are confidential between source nodes and sink nodes. Inter-

ediate node blindly mixes packets of a group with regular ran-

om LNC. Sink nodes decode by collecting enough packets. We use

 simple example to illustrate its operations. 

xample 8. In Fig. 27 , two flows are transported from two source

odes S 1 and S 2 to the sink node R . Before being sent into the ran-

om LNC network, the messages are pre-encoded and merged into

ne packet. The first and the second two positions of the packet

eader are assigned to flow 1 and flow 2, respectively. The sink

ode R receives two packets ( h ’| e ’) and ( h ”| e ”) as below. 

( h ’ | e ’ ) = ( g 11 a 1 , g 12 a 2 , g 13 b 1 , g 14 b 2 | g 11 a 1 m 11 + g 12 a 2 m 12 

 g 13 b 1 m 21 + g 14 b 2 m 22 ) 

( h ”| e ”) = ( g 21 a 1 , g 22 a 2 , g 23 b 1 , g 24 b 2 | g 21 a 1 m 11 + g 22 a 2 m 12 

 g 23 b 1 m 21 + g 24 b 2 m 22 ) 

R is capable of both decoding and deciphering, but Eve cannot

reak a cipher to get ( a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ), so the confidentiality is guar-

nteed. More valuable, it creates the illusion that only one flow

xists, so Eve is confused to the number of flows, the source-sink

airs, as well as the message. 

Comparisons between these secure LNC schemes are summa-

ized in Table 11 . If we make an tradeoff evaluation in terms of

omplexity, flexibility, privacy, confidentiality, and feasibility, HEF

ased scheme [75,93] is more attractive. 

0. Prospective studies 

Compared to routing, the studies on the security of NC are far

ess than mature. Future studies are expected to be developed in

he directions of both theories and applications. 
0.1. Theories 

We need to further understand the theoretical possibilities and

imitations of secure NC. First, the theoretic frameworks for secure

C have not been clearly sketched or thoroughly understood. NC

s an interdisciplinary subject which can be studied within sev-

ral theoretical frameworks [2] , such as information theory, alge-

ra, combinatorics, game theory, linear programming, and alge-

raic geometry, etc. How to apply different methods and tools of

hese fields to build and analyze security is open. As an example,

ame theory has been utilized in both NC studies [154–156] and

etwork security [157,174] . But its use in secure NC, to the best of

ur knowledge, still needs more effort s. Second, there are a large

umber of studies on the capacity bounds and regions of nonse-

ure NC [8,158–160] , but similar work on the secure NC are hith-

rto insufficient, with the exception of Chan and Grant [161] and

alali and Ho [162] . Entropy function [13] and Matroid [163] are

wo powerful tools for capacity analysis, but the potentials still

eed to be exploited within the studies of secure NC. Third, except

or the rank metric code [54,55] , almost all schemes belong to the

ategory of LNC. Nonlinear NC is still a rich field to be cultivated. 

0.2. Applications 

Similar to the development of most research fields, industrial

pplications obviously lag behind theoretical studies on secure NC.

xcept for the work of [31–33,142] , more effort s are expected to

ransform theoretical outcomes into practical applications. There

re many problems to be solved for the implementation of secure

C: First, it is a challenging task to decrease the complexity of

C. We mention that both precoding and encryption operations re-

uire a sufficiently large field size to build the code or to improve

ecurity strength. A large alphabet inevitably bears high compu-

ation complexity. Second, it is meaningful to combine the secu-

ity against passive attack with active attack because it is common

hat the two types of attacks coexist in practical applications. Se-

ure error correcting codes belong to this type. Besides, the com-

ination of NC with encryption, including digital signature and au-

hentication code, is promising to conquer two classes of attacks

imultaneously. Third, more and more studies on network security

re being carried out within different contexts, such as distributed

torage [173] , capacity analysis [175] , IOT (Internet of Things) [176] ,

tc. Connecting with these topics brings more vitality and signifi-

ance to the studies on security. Fourth, although [29,60,161] dis-

ussed the secure capacity bound for multisource WNM theoret-

cally, a general construction algorithm is still missing. Moreover,

he strong secure scheme of Yamamoto [59] is the most stringent

ecurity requirement so far, but an efficient NC algorithm with

ower complexity than [22,72,73] deserves more attention. Fifth,

ost studies of NC, both secure and nonsecure ones, are based

n idealized assumptions, such as directed acyclic graph and zero

elay links. But in practice, link delay should not be neglected

nd its advantages and disadvantages to security are to be consid-

red. As mentioned in Section 9 , processing delay caused by LNC
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Table 14 

Taxonomy of secure NC Schemes against wiretap attacks. 

Classification standpoint Classification Comments 

• Security grade • Strong security • When the number of intercepted packets is beyond the limitation, perfect security is broken. In 

this case, strong security can be used to protect as much information as possible from leakage. 

• Perfect security • Eve cannot resolve any information of the source message. To achieve perfect security, it is 

necessary to mix randomness to the message and the number of intercepted packets must be 

limited. 

• Weak security • Eve cannot resolve any single symbol of the source message. There are two ways to achieve weak 

security. The first utilizes the protection capability of encryption; the second is to limit the 

number of intercepted packets. 

• Basic security • It is based on the assumption that the enemy does not have the knowledge of LNC. 

• Security mechanism • Precoding • With precoding matrix, the message and randomness are mixed at the source. When Eve 

intercepts packets from links, he can only get the mixtures. This strategy can be used to achieve 

perfect security. 

• Encryption • This type of strategy utilizes the protection of encryption. The system security depends on the 

cryptanalysis capability of the enemy. Strictly speaking, the strategies based on encryption are 

computationally secure but not perfectly secure. 

• Relation of source coding with NC • Separate coding • It is called universal coding by Silva and Kschischang [54] . It means the source coding and 

network coding can be designed independently. In other words, the source coding can be 

applied on top of any underlying network code without any modification. 

• Joint coding • The source node needs the knowledge of wiretapped links to build the precoding matrix. 

• Key generation • Source nodes • It is called global key strategy by Tao et al. [61] . The random keys are generated at the source 

node. Encoding and decoding are only carried out at the source and the sink, respectively. 

Intermediate nodes can only do linear combination operations. 

• Intermediate nodes • It is permitted to add or cancel randomness at the intermediate nodes. It is proved that this 

strategy is possible to improve the overall throughput beyond the min-cut bound. 

• Network topology • Fixed • The scheme needs a priori knowledge of wiretapped links, so it is suitable to fixed topology 

network. 

• Random • It can be worked in mobile network with variable topology. 
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could be utilized to antagonize time correlation attacks. Sixth, ad

hoc networks and sensor networks are characterized by wireless

links, multi-hop, decentralized and variable topology, power and

computation limited, etc, so the security [166] is more challenging

than traditional infrastructure based networks. Noncoherent com-

munications, realized by subspace code or rank metric code, are

promising techniques. Combining these codes with the end-to-end

encryption as Fig. 13 to further improve security is a meaningful

direction. Last but not the least, most studies are still staying in the

literature. A prototype system or a test bed, similar to Microsoft’s

Avalanche system [4,164] or MIT’s COPE [165] , is needed to bridge

the gap between theoretical studies and industrial applications. 

11. Conclusions 

In this paper, we compare the performance of LNC and routing

between passive attacks and active attacks. It is proved LNC out-

performs routing in front of passive attacks, but falls short when

it comes to active attacks. Moreover, this article extensively inves-

tigates the studies on the security of NC systems against passive

attacks. According to protection strength, we categorize secure NC

systems into four grades and introduce the schemes of each grade

in detail. To the best of our knowledge, the built four-grade se-

curity hierarchy is the first theoretical framework to date. It not

only brings a clear perspective and a deep insight on NC secu-

rity for the community, but greatly help engineers design practi-

cal secure NC systems. Several performance metrics for secure NC

are outlined in Table 12 . Based on these metrics, we qualitatively

evaluate and compare existing schemes in Table 13 . However, there

is no optimum schemes showing superior performance on all as-

pects, so a designer should make tradeoff based on system require-

ments. From Table 13 , we draw a conclusion on choosing secure NC

schemes. For weak security, a scheme based on encryption is bet-

ter than a scheme based on NC algorithms. For perfect security, if

network throughput is not a main concern, the rank metric code

is a better scheme. At last, we conclude this survey by presenting

a more detailed taxonomy in Table 14 for the existing secure NC

schemes against passive attacks. In spite of security grade, secure
C schemes could be classified based on other standpoints, such as

ecurity mechanism, NC’s relation to source coding, key generation,

nd network topology, etc. Table 14 complements and extends the

our-grade security hierarchy, so brings different views on secure

C schemes. 
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